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Nowadays, social media like Instagram, Facebook, etc. is the fiercely competed platform for making 

money. At this point, undoubtedly, Instagram is the most influential. The premise of making money on 

Instagram is generated from your huge followers base. In other words, the more followers you have 

with your Instagram account, the more revenue you may get. In this case, hacking Instagram followers is 

crucial because it matters most. 

Getting more real followers on Instagram is about gaining more visibility, increasing engagement, 

getting more likes on posts, and consequently, bringing good results. You probably have learned some 

hacks about getting more Instagram followers, but they usually time-consuming, slowly, or hard to 

follow through. This article will show you how to easily hack Instagram followers 10k free per day 

without paying and in an instant. In part 3, you'll also see the bonus tip to hack unlimited Instagram 

followers. 

 

Part 1: Instagram Followers Hack: Get Real Followers on Android, iOS and PC 

To hack Instagram followers on PC, iPhone or Android is not easy, especially if you want to grow IG 

followers fast like hack Instagram followers 10K or more, plus, preferably free. One of the best 

Instagram followers app called GetInsta makes it possible. With it, you can easily get Instagram followers 

from real people, no survey, no human verification, no following back. You can download it from 

Android, iOS, and Windows. 

 

How It Works 

GetInsta provides a way of hacking coins to get 1K IG followers in 5 minutes. This Insta hack followers 

tool builds a community gathering millions of real active Instagram users, where you can hack organic 

and free Instagram followers without any requirements: no following, no human verification, no 

password, no login, no survey, and no payment. 
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